The Hidden Treasure
a mill, the last small sign of human masonry, almost invisible
among the high works of nature around it.
Like most of the Pusht-i-Kuh gorges, the place looked as
if it might have been sliced through by a titanic knife. The
uncovered strata on either side ran almost horizontal, with
gentle curves, like galleries in a theatre; the corridor between,
not more than fifty feet or so, was filled with reeds and
oleanders and willows, and the half-hidden noise of the
stream.
The way was bad, though not impossible for horses, but
we went on foot, the Dusan guide wading with me on his
back through long river stretches, a proceeding which I always
dislike. In the very middle of the defile about fifteen minutes
downstream, the way went up, they told me, to the castle of
Shaddad on the height. A large boulder lying across the
track still showed the hollows where his two knees rested when
the Presence All beheaded him, whose sword dint was
visible, bitten into the rock. Ali's sword marks are freely
scattered over Persia, and it does not do to take them too
seriously. What was more interesting was a remnant of
masonry sticking here and there to die solid rock of the
gorge; evidently once a built-up way where probably a
derbend or gate closed the valley in this so obvious a position
for defence.
Nobody, they said, had climbed up to the castle at the top
except the brother of a young Dusani who accompanied us.
The brother was employed in Baghdad in a drapery store, but
still came to spend incongruous holidays in Luristan, and was
the best climber of his tribe. Up there he had found, they
told me, remains of rooms, a cooking hearth, a corridor and
walls, all of which he had demolished as having belonged to
the infidels. We climbed some way up, Shah Riza, like a
nervous and very scraggy hen, imploring me to stop at every
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